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Juicy Fruits Lucky Repeat
Juicy Fruits Lucky Repeat is nostalgic charm and simple, effective gameplay are just a little of its appeal. At
any moment, and with any spin, the reels may simply spin again. This is a completely unique re-spin effect
that rearranges the symbols, rewards you with another chance, and maximises your opportunity to walk
away with a major cash prize or payout! The re-spins are a generous and surprising addition to a simple
game, and that’s not all.
Multipliers can also maximise your wins in a single click. Your new prize following a free spin could then be
multiplied by a factor of 10, so sit back, spin, and watch the wins roll in. Juicy Fruits Lucky Repeat has
perfectly combined old-school charm with new technology and game play expectations. By combining
simple, striking symbols with bonus features such as multipliers and free spins, this is an exciting gameplay
experience that helps you to maximise your wins with every spin.
The added feature of being able to play on the go is a great way to modernise the old-school game. Try a
new take on a classic and get those reels spinning and winning today!

Game Features
Base gam
5 winning lines on 5 reel and 3 rows.
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3 or more Scatter symbol anywhere on the reels
awarded win.

Unique re-spin effec
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This is a completely unique re-spin effect that
rearranges the symbols, rewards you with another
chance, and maximises your opportunity to walk
away with a major cash prize or payout!

Game Information
Math
Total RTP

95.52%

Volatility

8.25

Hit frequency

4.54%

Win
Max payout
(simulated from 10 billion spins)

X4200 bet (up to 2 100,000.00$ with
500.00$ bet)

Information
Juicy Fruits Lucky Repeat

Absolute Name

JuicyFruitsLuckyRepeat

Game ID

1011

Technology

HTML5

Devices

Mobile & desktop

Languages

English, Spanish, Russian

Currencies

100

Cryptocurrencies

Yes

Free Spin

No

Bonus Game

Yes

Min bet

0.1$

Default bet

1.00$

Max bet

500.00$
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